VAUBAN: Continuous Authority To Operate
Automated, continuous verification solution

INTEGRATION OF DEVSECOPS AND OPERATIONAL SECURITY

Enterprise requirements for secure, rapid and efficient delivery of software have never been greater. DevSecOps teams are answering the business requirement for speed and agility by streamlining software delivery processes and collaborating with operational teams to enhance security and continuously monitor performance.

IndraSoft’s Vauban Continuous ATO (CATO) solution enables enterprise security operations to become a driving force for automated, scenario-based security testing that serves as a continuous security authorization and verification mechanism.

Vauban CATO allows government agencies to realize the benefits of DevSecOps practices while meeting the rigorous compliance and security standards of RMF system accreditation.

KEY CAPABILITIES

SECURITY TRACEABILITY THROUGH THE APPLICATION SUPPLY CHAIN

Vauban CATO creates a closed loop security assessment, verification, monitoring and improvement cycle for DevSecOps teams.

- Decrease accreditation and re-accreditation processes to two weeks
- Continuously monitor accreditation package components and track the performance of patches
- Integrate real time, operational security event feedback and threat intelligence into application development
- Maintain the pedigree of all components running inside of containers
- Automatically discover and incorporate container repository images in your accreditation packages
- Get continuous verification of pre-deployment and post-deployment security status
- Maintain a complete audit trail of all package actions, code modifications, scan results and control assessments
- Generate compliance documentation for accreditation with the push of a button
IndraSoft’s Vauban platform is a Security Orchestration, Automation and Response (SOAR) solution that combines full case management, intelligent automation, dynamic security verification testing and real-time collaboration. These capabilities enable customers to identify, analyze, and proactively respond to threats at speed and scale.

MULTI-CLOUD AND ON-PREM DEPLOYABLE

Vauban provides comprehensive protection coverage that can be deployed across Windows and Linux (Amazon, Red Hat, CentOS, Oracle, SUSE, Ubuntu and Debian). It is compatible with AWS, Microsoft Azure and GCP and can also be consumed as a SaaS offering.